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Editorial. 
PRESIDENT ROBINSON, of Brown University, is credited with the opinion that "we can better afford to have a 
wooden head over a college than over a primary school." He 
further adds that "men go to college and utterly break clown 
because their eady education was not properly attended to." 
" It has seemed to me," he continues, " that the one grand error 
in our education is the mistaken idea about elementary training." 
Again, Ex-President Eliot of Trinity College, in a recent lecture 
on "Educational Service Reform," condemns the practice of 
placing incompetent teachers in charge of the elementary 
classes. 
That '·enlightened educator,~' be he college president, super-
intendent, or district clerk, who has not discovered that incom-
. petent elementary teachers are the cheapest, surest, and bes~ 
means for undermining the entire educational fabric, is a very 
poor observer ot educational phenomena. The foundation being 
weak, the superstructure must be weak. The lower or element-
ary schools being POOl', there:: is no proper basis for the high 
school o'r college. The success of higher education is con-
ditioned upon the thoroughness of lower education. We must 
not expect to construct a buildirigfrom tlte top dowllward. The 
" men who go to college and utterly break down because their 
early education was not properly attencled to," are nothing but 
overgrown boys. They cannot fail to be subject to the law of 
cause and effect. ' If the college examinations for admission 
were what they should be, thorough tests of early or elementary 
eclucation, such" men" would 'be sent back to their homes and 
to the fostering care of the elementary schools. Then the ele-
mentary schools would be stilllllla,~ecl to clo more thorough work. 
They would employ better teachers. Better foundations would be 
laid. The basis of collegiate education and the basis of good 
citizenship would at the same time be greatly improved. The 
higher institutions would thus exert that elevating influence UpOll 
the lower schools which in theory they are designed to exert. 
The WEEKLY rejoices that the presidents and even the ex-presi-
dents of some of the co lieges begin to see the point, and to urge 
forward an "Educational Service Reform," the! true basis of all 
reform. But it is a curious coincidence that while President 
Robinson of Brown wants better elementary tea<;hers, his name-
sake, Governor Robinson of New York, wants to destroy the 
"ery agencies by which such teachers are produced. We vote 
for President Robinson, a true reformer, as against Governor 
Robinson, a spurious specimen. 
======= 
The President of the United States has given a clear and ex-
plicit expression of his views upon two topics of the highest 
interest to the educators of the country. It now remains to be 
seen whether the educators will respond to these views by giving 
a hearty support to the practical measures to be devised in fur-
therance thereof. ' Indeed, it remains to be seen whether the 
measures themselves, being preen-iinently educational, Qur edu-
cational men will apply themselves to the work 'of devising, or 
aiding to devise, such plans as seem to be the most wisely 
adapted to accomplish those two objects, which, we feel assured, 
are the heart's desire of every truly thoughtful and patriotic 
citizen. We refer, of course, to the problem of education in 
the South, and of a reform in the civil service. Upon both of 
these themes President Hayes has spoken clearly, decidedly, 
nobly. No one who reads his words, who recalls his history, 
and who remembers h~ unp1lrtisan and manly bearing during the 
long and exciting conflict now so happily ended, can question 
the honesty of his motives or the sincerity of his purpose as pro-
claimed in the inaugural address. 
In respect to education in the South, the President believes, 
as every thoughtful man believes, that the basis of all prosperity 
there as elsewhere, lies in the improvement of the intellectual 
and moral condition of the people; that universal suffrage 
should rest upon universal education, and that, to this end, libe-
ral and permanent provision should be made for the support of 
free schools by state governments, sttjplemmtcd, if need be, by 
legitimate aid from the national autllOrily. That this supplemental • 
aid is indispensable, we think admits of no doubt. Facts have 
heretofore been adduced in these columns to show that the South 
is not only impoveished, and ·hence not in a condition to as-
sume, unaided, the pecuniary burden of building up and sup-
porting a comprehensive system of schools, but that there is in 
that section a wide-spread hostility to popular education among 
the more influential classes. Hence, if the Southern States are 
left tQ their own option in this matter, ' if no special inducements 
are offered in the form of material aid and moral support, gene-
rations may pass away before the great work so essential to their 
repose and prosperity can be consummated. Undoubtedly, 
much of the opposition to general education results from its cost 
and the taxation necessary for the support of schools, while a 
portion of it arises from political 'motives and the· prejudices of 
caste and lac~ that still sllrvjve the wreck of tqe "peculill.l' in-
stitution, 'I 
f 
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It is believed, however, that a wise and statesmanlike policy 
of conciliation, conjoined with such material aid as is entirely 
legitimate and proper for the national government to render, 
will, to a great extent, dissipate these prejudices, and dispose a 
majority of the people to the support of a policy so manifestly 
for the interest of all classes. The character of the presidential 
utterances is such as to afford ground for the belief that the 
policy of the new administration will be eminently conciliatory, 
and that all reasonable efforts will be made to cultivate a spirit of 
harmony and fraternity among the people of all sections. Should 
these e1forts ' prove successful, the people of the Southern States 
will be more disposed than heretofore to consider the real causes 
that tend to political repose and material prosperity, and will be 
the more ready to second such efforts as may be made to render 
those causes efficient. In due time the opposition heretofore 
manifested to a free school system will give place to a feeling of 
acquiescence, and a disposition to encourage an agency so benefi-
cent in its influence uI?on the public welfare. 
This disposition will be greatly assisted by such legitimate aid 
as the national authority may very properly grant. On the 
broad principle now quite universally accepted, that the property 
of the state should educate the children of the state, it may be 
affirmed that the public lands of the country'should be so dis-
posed of as to exterminate the illiteracy and promote the intelli-
gence arid security of the country. In view of recent events so 
threatening to the national peace and prosperity, no adequate 
excuse can be offered for longer neglecting this vital measure. 
Millio,ns of acres have been bestowed upon soulless railway cor-
porations, for purely speculative purposes. Other millions have 
been donated to higher institutions for the· education of the few. 
Still other vast tracts have been made over to certain states for 
the support of common schools therein : There can hence be no 
valid objection to the final dedication of all that remains to the 
paramount object of promoting universal education, and the 
preparation of the teeming millions ofthe coming generations for 
the duties and responsibilities of citizenship. This' is a measure 
that ought not to be any longer delayed. Time flies and with 
each year thousands of our youth pass beyond the school age and 
are enlisted in the ranks of that vast army of illiterates which are 
the burden and the disgrace of the republic. 
What can the educators of the country do to facilitate the 
speedy establishment of free schools in all the destitute places of 
the South? We answer that through petitions, addressed to 
Congress, through correspondence with members of that body, 
- through the agitation of the subject in the public press, in their 
own journals; in their conventions and associations, they may in-
augurate a movement which will be speedily tective. There are 
not less than two hundred and fifty thousand teachers in this 
/ 
country. There are not less than the same number of school 
officers of the different grades. With any concert of action, such 
a body of men and women devoted to the cause they serve would 
be invincible in any ~ise effort to extend the blessings of educa-
tion to our remotest borders, and to redeem our waste places 
from the curse of ignorance that rests upon them. One of the 
particular objects to which our efforts should first be directed, we 
think, is the passage of the act, long pending in Congress, 
'setting apart the proceeds of the sales of the remaining public 
lands to the education of the people, and the distribution of the 
income thereof among the several states on the basis of the 
illIteracy therein, This bill h~ among its advocate$ the lllost 
able and patriotic members of both houses of Congress. But 
they need the support of a public sentiment outside of Congress. 
The true friends of education should see that this support is not 
wanting. They have abundant time from the present until the 
opening of Congress in December, to agitate the subject. The 
National Educational Association, and the American Institute of 
Instruction, our tw<1representative educational bodies, will hold 
their annual meetings in the interim. Several state and a large 
number of local associations, institutes, and the like, will have 
an opportunity of discussing and taking definite action upon 
the two subjects to ,vhich the inaugural ha.,; given such promi-
nence. 
The WEEKLY takes this occasion to urge that education in the 
South, the passage of the Public Lands bill referred to, and 
Civil Service Reform be made prominent topics in the:: edu-
cational discussions of the year at all of these meetings, both 
national and local. Let resolutions be adopted and memorials 
circulated in behalf of these all-important measures, care being 
takm that all sudl expressisons of smtimmt find their way to the 
National COllgress. We suggest that frequent reference to them 
by the educational journals will lead to their agitation in the 
daily press, and assist in keeping them before the people, until 
they shall receive that attention which the interests of the 
country demand. If the teachers and school officers of this 
country expect their wishes to be recognized, they must assert 
themselves. They must show that they have opinions worthy of 
respect, and they must not be backward in giving expression to -
them. During the next~ four years the better elements in our 
American society will have an unparallel~ opportunity to assert 
themselves. If patriots will step to the front, plant their feet 
upon the eternal rock of justice and truth, and stand there, 
demagogues and partisans will take back seats; true statesman -
ship will bring forth its fruits for the healing of the national 
wounds; peace, unity, and prosperity will abound throughout 
all our borders. The educators of the nation above all other 
classes, should become the firm friends and allies of its purest 
and noblest statesmen . It is the business of the educator to 
lead the children; it is the business of the statesman to lead the 
people. The work of the statesman begins where that of the 
educator too often terminates; for he who is worthy to guide the 
footsteps of trustful childhood into the ways of a noble manhood 
thus proves himself fitted to become a leader of that manhood. 
If American educators will rise to an adequate conception of 
their opportunities they will have little occasion to lame'bt a lack 
either of appreciation or influence. 
The editor of the Faribault, Minnesota, Republican, in a recent 
issue of his paper, has given a pretty searching review of the 
Text-Book Bill passed at the last session of the Legislature of 
. that state. The editor, who was himself a merflber of the Legis-
lature, exposes the delusiveness of the scheme in a tolerably 
effective and convincing manner. He thinks that if the Gover-
nor had vetoed the bill, he would, in the end, have commended 
himself much more strongly to the intelligent judgment of the 
people of the state, than in extinguishing the mill-tax bill for the 
support of schools. We venture the prediction that the people 
of Minnesota will find out the quality of their reform legislation 
o~ the school book question, to more than their heart's content 
before th::-y get through that fifteen year contract with Messrs. 
Donnelly and Company. The history of the attempted Wiscon-
sin scheme will be edifying literatllre for Minnesota readers, and 
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we would suggest that they make early application for extra 
copies. In the mean time, outside barbarians will wait with 
bated breath for the forthcoming monopoly text-books that will 
sweep all past achievements in that line from the educational 
boards! 
The contest over the appropriations for the state normal 
schools in the New York Legislature is likely to terminate as all 
such contests do usually, in a complete triumph of the schools. 
The bill has passed the Assembly by a vote of 16 to 99. We 
are assured on the best authority that it will pass the Senate 
without doubt. The total amount appropriated by the bill is 
$144,000, or $18,000 for the current expenses of each school. 
The issue seems to have been made to a considerable extent upon 
the academic departments. We have the information that these 
departments . will be eliminated by legislative enactment, the 
model or practice schools being limited to an average attendance 
of 250. Hence, the schools will become what all normal 
schools should become, exclusively professional institutions, with 
no entangling alliances and no aims not in entire harmony with 
the true purposes of such agencies. Reformers Robinson and 
Ruggles have thus met with a disgraceful defeat, and can turn 
their attention to some more worthy object of their statesman-
like ambition. A vote of 16 to 99 is tolerably conclusive. 
A PLEA FOR PERMANENCY. 
"CIVIL Service reform" is supposed to mean, among other 
things, that a competent and worthy public officer shall 
feel some degree of assurance that his place will be permanent 
while he continues faithful. In this respect a teaching service 
reform is sorely needed. Of the 50,000, or more, now teaching 
within the states over which this journal has its chief circula~ 
tion, it would be extravagant to say that over 1,000 have any 
assurance that their tenure of service will extend beyond the 
close of the current year. Many of them may indeed expect 
that it will; but nearly all are without any satisfactory guar-
anty that, however successful their work, they may not be sur-
perseded at the beginning of another school year. Indeed, the 
case is far worse than this. A great majority of the teachers of 
our public schools will have no definite knowledge as to whether 
their services will be desired in the same place next year or not, 
till the summer vacation is well nigh past. To say that this 
state of things is scandalous, and often cruel, is to speak mildly 
of it. Why should not teachers of established character be 
given definitely to understand that their position is permanent 
unless made otherwise for cause? Why should such teachers be 
hired by the year? The practice is abominable. Why should 
boards who expect to retain teachers in their places the 
next year so often defer saying so to such teachers until near the 
close of the vacation? This practice is infamous. Any 
one who is familiar with our mid-summer convocations of teach-
ers, knows that the rule is that teachers in our lower grades are 
painfully uncertain as to the future. "I think perhaps I shall 
stay; but I have not been informed by the board, as yet," is a 
common reply. Do, Gentlemen of our Boards of Education, if 
you must continue. the stupid practice of hiring your teachers by 
the year, be so merciful as not to suspend them through the sum-
mer, for the sheer amusement of seeing them struggle or strangle. 
At least let every teacher in your employ now, whom you wish 
to retain another year, know the fact three months before the 
close of the current year. This is simple decency-it isn' t jus-
. tice. Jusfice cannot be done in the premises until it comes to 
be the rule that such teachers hold their places, as do the teach-
ers in our colleges, so long as the arrangement is satisfactory to 
both parties; and in case either desires the rel'ation to cease 
that a reasonable notice to the other party be required. O. 
LOOK TO THE SCHOOLS. 
WE have been reading with thoughtful, and even painful, in-terest, the paper on "Our Common School Education," 
read by President Hinsdale, of Hiram College, Ohio, before the 
Northeastern Ohio Teachers' Association, last December. There 
is not the slightest doubt that the paper gives expression to a 
wide-spread notion that, with all our boasted improvements in 
methods of organization and teaching, we are failing to develop 
intellect and character as well as did our predecessors of fifty or 
a hundred years ago . Nor is this impression confined to parents 
who happen to have dull children in the schools, or to constitu-
tional croakers. President HInsdale quotes the sentiment from. 
Dr _ Peabody, of Harvard, and from visitors and officers of 
West Point, the judgment in the latter case being based on the 
West Point examinations. AmI, indeed, the opinion is well . 
known to be current in circles of intelligent, practical life. It 
finds frequent expression, not only in private <:onversation, but 
in our public lectures and in the better sort of our public prints. 
The opinion of Prof. Church as to the deterioration in the 
essential elements of scholarship is emphatically endorsed by 
General W. T. Sherman. Now all this does not settle the mat-
ter in our own mind. More facts are needed in order to deter-
mine the case, but there is reason why, as teachers, we should 
give heed to the criticism, for it is becoming painfully common 
among outside obseryers. Two of the causes alleged are the 
crowding of too many things into our schools, and an excess of 
simplification in our methods of teaching. O. 
THE ACQUISITION OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES. 
O. S. WESTCOTT, Chicago. 
THE usual method of the schools seems not to be precisely the grammar first and language afterwards, of the ancient language method, but it is "' 
so modeled on this plan as scarcely to escllpe its most glaring defects. The 
so-called Ollendorff plan is a hybrid of the grammar plan and a consecution 
of dish-water sentences such as no human being would ever be called upOl~ to 
enunciate. Years of study with this plan have failed to familiarize one with 
a language. Translation is thereafter possible, but only such a translation as 
is fitly characterized by the German scholar as an EselsbrUcke, a veritable 
pons asillorullt . Marcel endeavored to reform this mode. and with Ilpprecia-
ble success. He seems, however, to have started with a false theory, and 
subsequently to have bent all his energies to working out this theory, regard-
less of aught else. By his false theory I mean his notion as to the order of 
work in acquiring language. This he formulates as follows: 
1. The art of Reading. 
2. The art of Hearing. 
3. The art of Speaking. 
4. The art of Writing. 
In accordance with this notion, he first places in the hands of a student a 
book written in two languages, opposite pages containing the same thoughts 
invested in the two different garbs, with the one of which the student is fairly 
familiar. He is directed to read carefully the language he understands. 
while he follows even more carefully with his eye the corresponding words 
and sentences of the language to him yet unknown. It is claimed that by 
this process one may very soon acquire a reading knowledge of a modern 
language. After the. eye has thus been more or less thoroughly trained, the 
living teacher is introduced and the ear is next familiarized with the sounds 
of the language. Then follow exercises in speaking, Ilnd lastly exercises in 
writing. This order of presentation seems at once unnatural, unphilosophical, 
and impractical. Its impracticalness may readily be seen by reference to the 
results obtained in the use of interlinear translations which, accomplish so 
.little for the student so far as familiarizing him with Il new' language is con-
• 
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cerned. The difficulties seem ·to be well nigh insuperable. In Marcel's own 
so-called "Rational Method for Learning French," occur some shameful 
mistranslations which are sure to mislead the student, and always into a path 
from which he. unfortunately will rarely or never emerge. Or, when the idea 
is correctly grasped, it may be couched in such a foreign form or idiom as to 
be almost hideous. This is quite likely to be the case where foreigners have 
such an overweening confidence in their abilities as to volunteer to teach us 
our own English, or claim to write it so well that no criticism of an English 
scholar is needed for its improvement. Instance -Marcel himself when he 
says: "It might happen also that the ear might be led astray by the orthog-
raphy of some words from which differs entirely their pronunciation," or 
when he tells us of "idiotisms" for" idioms," or when, to the entire falsifi-
cation of his own French, he gives us this mystifying sentence: "While ex-
ercising them in oile branch, he examines them in another, as pronunciation 
will only suggest. the sense, inasmuch as it will recall to their memory a text 
previously known to them," instead of saying as he should," for pronuncia· 
tion will suggest the sense to them only so far as it shall recall to thelP a 
text previously known." 
That this order of presentation is further both unnatural and lII;philosophi-
cal is plainly evident if we consider for a moment how a child acquires lan_ 
guage. He sm-ely hears first, speaks secon(~ reads third, writes last. Witbout 
fear of contradiction, then, this is .claimed to be the natural order of instruc-
tion. 
Now, since a child learns language by hearing, the ear has first to be culti-
vated, and it has been well said that he learns" correctly or incorrectly, 
"lst. In proportion to his power of observation. 
"2d. In ·proportion to the pliability of his organs of speech . 
"3d. In proportion to the correctness of the language ushl by his parents 
and others with whom he comes into frequent contact. 
"4th. In proportion to the bias in favor of his native tongue which prompts 
him to hear wrong, or imitate wrong, or both. 
"This bias causes the adult to ·translate word for word." 
In fact, translators are usually after words rather than ideas. How many 
students, after their first, or second, or possibly third reading of one of Cicero's 
orations, can sit down and give an intelligent abstract of the speech, noting 
tlie strong 'or weak points in the argument, the sophist ry, the flattery, the ir-
relevant matter, etc.? 
"This forgetfulness of ideas, caused by. an error of tbe method," says a 
mod~m teacher, "pilts on the school programme the most miserable text-
books. This same defect causes books to be given to the pupils to read, 
which are chosen wilhout due discrimination." 
Why sbould Cresar with his" oratio obliqua," and Virgil with his heathen-
ish gods, be so much more desirable for lise as school text-books than the 
Christian hymns of the middle ages? Is there any likelihood that the New . 
York house which has issued a book of Latin hyinns and a portion of the 
Greek text of Eusebius will get back its outlay for the first editions in a de-
cade of years? Why should the student be conduct~d "for educational pur-
poses through a region from which it is well-nigh impossible to come forth 
with an unsoiled mind? You might just as well shut him up for ten years in 
a coal mine, in order to qnalify him for discussing the properties of light and 
shade, as cause him to wade through the mire of a heathen mythology in 
order to fit him for the interpretation of the oracles of God." 
This seeming digression has he en thoroughly natural, but let us return. 
Why should the proposed change be thought unreasonable? Are not teach-
ers of English generally beginning to recognize the necessity of instruction in 
language as a thing antecedent to and thoroughly apart from instruction in 
grammar? Why,then should not the same wave of progress be allowed to 
submerge the still extant fogyisms in the matter of instruction in other living 
languages? "The works of the masters have preceded grammars. The 
epoch which one calls in literature the epoch of grammarians is already an 
epoch of decadence, because the grammarians soon forget the masters and 
know only the grammarians whom they study and copy." 
How true is this of too many brethren .of our profession, who air their igno· 
rance of law and knowledge of grammar in the pages of the New Engla/ld 
Joumal of Education, or Henkle's Notu and Queries, and who :ire distressed 
in soul because all the beautiful idioms of our glorious language cannot be 
made tigidly to conform to Clark, or Greene, or Howland, or Boltwood. 
Says Montaigne: "I learned Latin without a book, without a grammar or 
rules, and I spoke it as well as my teacher." 
If this statement referred to such a speaking knowledge of Latin as we 
teachers of the latter half of the nineteenth century possess, Montaigne would 
doubtless not be considered boa.~ting, but in Montaigne's lime Latin was, to a 
limited extent, used - as a medium of communication, and his success may 
surely indicate what is practicable in the study of languages not yet classified 
as dead, when so much may be done with the now rarely spoken Latin of 
the ancient world. 
The ear then must be first trained. It must hear the language which is to 
be learned. And to prevent all possible confusion it must hear nothing else . . 
The vernacular must be thoroughly banished fro'~ the class room--': 
this is imperative. In no other way will the pupil so soon acquire C~lIlfidence . 
If one would learn to swim, he must go into the water. It will by no means 
suffice to stay far from the water and talk wisely of the various modes of 
sWlmm111g, or even to make frantic gestures at a wash-tub. These matters 
admit of no compromise. Would you swim? Go into t.he water. ' Vould 
you lenrn to talk a foreign language? Talk it. 
This, moreover, is not by any means so foolish a.~ it may at first sight appear. 
After the first ten .minutes of embarrassment, e,.erything is easy. And the 
interest is unflagging. It is wonderful how the membprs of a class will be 
everyone on the qui vive for three hours without cessation when the same 
individuals w'luid be annoyed beyond expression if compelled to attend fifteen 
minutes uninterruptedly to almost any other school duty. The three hour 
recitations pass away and no student realizes the fl ight of time. 
After some six or eight, or perhaps fewer cOllversazioni, the teacher places 
in the pupil's hand a book with some story contaiuing only such words as ha,'e 
been previously used in conversation. Reading is at once only a relaxation 
from conversation. After reading, the· conversation is renewed, and so by a 
change of occupation the mind is constantly fresh and vigorous wbile the eye 
and ear are now hoth being subjected to the training process, the ear always 
being allowed the precedence in point of time. 
Do you say this is incredihle? _ 1 can bring abundant witnesses to show lhat 
I have not stated the case sufficiently strong. By this method properly carried 
out, an average child twelve or fourteen years old can be so instrncted in one 
year of forty weeks as to communicate his ideas on any subject with no diffi-
culty whatever. I have seen within the pa.~t week a young lady in one hour 
~o instructed in German as to thoroughly understand a dozen lines or so when 
read to her, and no information of any kind was communicated except in 
German or by the universal language of gesture. 'Vithin the same time I "'''w 
the same thing attempted with another young lady who had studied German 
tHree years in school, and the. time consumed ill the latter case was at lea,;t 
one half what was occupied in the former. Does such a fact as this call for 
. reform in methods? Teachers, sball we not look to it? Professors Whitney , 
TJiacher, and Hadley, of Vale, all endorsed such a plan a~ the nne proposed, 
by placing their SOilS in a school established for the purpose, and when at the 
end of the school year a pic-nic was held in the woods witb the condition that 
English was not to be used as a medium of communication, it wa.' as thor-
ougly enjoyable as need be. Nay, more, when one of the pupils, on his 
return home, was questioned by his mother a.<; to his day's frolic, he stam-
, mered so as to be quite unintelligible until, after being reprimanded by his 
mother for his incoherency, he said: "Mother, if you will .let me talk in 
Germa!1 r will tell you all." This he proceeded to do without hesitation or 
difficulty. 
As pupIls hecome somewhat advanced, the teacher reads to them some 
interesting story, after which some one is .required to reproduce it. By this 
means the interest and attention of the pupils are ever. kept act'ive, the percep-
tions are quickened, the memory improved, and the mind subjected to a 
healthy pressure whIch induces 'a broad rather than a spindling growth. But 
I am too wearisome. I have prepared the present paper hoping thus to influ· 
ence any of the teachers of modern languages to try the natural method. If 
I shall have induced any thought among any such teachers, I .,hal1 ha\'e 
accomplished my design and am content. 
CONCERNING SPONGES. 
THOMAS EDWARDS, Irving Park, Illinois. 
THE lower forms of animal and plant life are very similar. Just where the separating line can be drawn, so that on the one s.ide will be all animal 
characteristics and on the other all vegetable, is not yet definitely settled. In 
endeavoring to draw this line, naturalists have met with forms of life that 
almost puzzled them to decide on which side they naturally belong: The 
great difficulty to contend with is, the microscopic size of these organisms. 
Frequently have naturalists with the a<;sistance of a powerful lens, fonnd them· 
selves doubting whether, according to the characteri~tics observable, the or-
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ganism is ' animal-like or plant-like. This difficulty s.ome have ende:vored to 
surmount, by ascertaining if the general resemblana IS greater to bemgs of a 
distinctly animal character than to those of strongly marked vegetable charac-
teristics. If the resemblance preponderates in favor of the animal, the organ-
ism receives a place in the animal kingdom. If the contrary, it is placed in 
the vegetabl~kingdom. These general resemblances are determined from 
the structure of the being, and not from the evidence given of voluntary move-
ment and sensibility. 
Among the lower forms of life are sponges. Like plants, they present only 
the lower degrees of spontaneous movement and sensibility. Their entire 
organization is of the most extreme simplicity, and is adapted to perform only 
the most simple functions. While in some respects sponges exhibit the 
vegetable character, nothing similar to plant form is presented in their structure ; 
on the contrary there is much that is a~alogous to animal form . Presenting 
only the simplest characteristics of an organism, the work of defining to which 
form of life they really belong is necessarily difficult. For a long time the 
naturalist was in doubt whether to call them plants or animals. Later in-
vestigations, however, have settled the question beyond controversy. They 
no longer claim the attention of the botanist. The zoologist now has the 
sponge within his domain. 
Since sponges are regarded as animals, the question arises, to what division 
of the animal kingdom do they belong? This is yet an unsettled question 
among scientists. One au'thor places them in the class Porifera, of the branch 
Radiata. Another thinks they should be assigned a place in the lowest scale, 
but does not state what that is. In Tenney's "Elements of Zoulogy ,. sponges 
form the division Spongida in the sub-kingdom P,·otozoa. Although a num-
ber of authors and scientists regard them as Protozoans, many others consider 
them as having closer analogies to the Radiata. Thus it will be seen 
that what rank they should occupy in the animal kingdom remains to be 
determined. 
The sponge of commerce is the skeleton of the being. This is formed by 
siliceous secretions. In the living sponge the fibrous network is clothed, within 
and without, by an exceedingly soft ~nd filmy substance. It is in this gela-
tinous matter that the vital endowments exist. These are manifested by a slow 
and regular growth and by a constant circulation of fluid within the mass. 
When the sponge is removed from the water, this matter drains off and no trace 
of it is detected in the sponge we use. Let us not forget that the sponge we 
find so useful contained, once, a being that was created for the use of man by 
an All-wise and Provident Creator. 
TEACHER AND PUPIL. 
Superintendent B. B. SNOW, Auburn, New Yor\<:. 
ONE of the most difficult' things for the teacher to leam is, that he knows more than his pupils. Their mutual relation of course implies this 
. superiority of knpwledge, and we therefore assllme it as a matter of course; hut 
the significance of the fact in all its bearings is only fully realized after years 
of experience. The truth is, we have been gradually and imperceptibly grow- . 
ing away from" childish things,"-away from the mental condition of the 
pupil, until we have attained a plane of thought which seems in nowise con-
nected with the feeble beginnings of our earlier school experience, even if we 
may trace . a connection back to our maturer' development. The steps by which 
we ascended are invisible, or at most faintly discernible in the distant past. How 
many of us, for instance, can recall the time when we first comprehended the 
statement that" two and two make four ?" It seems now as if we had always 
known it, but there was a time when we had to learn it. So with all other 
simple abstractions, which seem so common-place to us now; they were .once 
" all Greek to us." 
We are therefore liable to expect too much from children, and oftentimes 
are unjnstly impatient when they seem slow and dnll, unmindful ' of the fact 
that they are toiling up the long-forgotten steeps which we once had to climb. 
vVe are unreasonable enough, in our thoughtlessness, to expect them to clear 
at a single leap the ascents which are only accomplished by slow and toilsome 
approaches. . 
The mission of the true teacher is to live his life over again in the lives of 
his pupils. Studying their natnres, he must begin back with their beginnings, 
and hand in hand with them, retread the paths which were so rough and 
wearisome to his childhood, ever remembering meantime, that while the vigor 
of his maturity may admit of a more rapid journey, the undeveloped energies 
o£,his companions demand shorter stages. 
CHAIRS OF DIDACTICS IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES. 
PROF. W. N. HAlLMAN, Milwaukee. 
THIS subject, discussed in the WEEKLY of February 22d, by Prof. Fellows, seems to me to be one of the most important for teachers; for in it lies 
the teacher's profession. Normal schools, alone, will never succeed in ele-
vating the teacher's calling to the dignity of the other so-called learned pro-
fessions; for their graduates will always stand on a lower level of general cul-
ture. The teach.:r will be the equal of the physician, the lawyer, and the 
theologian, only if he is placed on the same basis, only if it is claimed and 
admitted that he needs as much character, as much self-respect, as much. 
knowledge of men and things, as deep an appreciation of the ideals of 
humanity, as extensi~e learning, as they do. And, indeed, do not pedagogics, 
and didactics, and a variety of anthropological studies, requir.e fully as 
'much maturity of thought, experience, and culture, as the specific studies of 
" the three professions ? " 
We should, therefore, a'!;k . more even than Prof. Fellows, we should not 
rest satisfied until we have succeeded in establishing post-graduate courses for 
the future professional teachers, on an equal footing in every respect with the 
post-graduate courses of "the three professions." It ma)' be that teachers, so 
prepared, will, in the beginning, find suitable and sufficiently remunerative 
employment only in the higher schools and colleges, or as superintendents and 
principals, in the front ranks of the profession; but, then, they would grace 
these front ranks, and, by virtue of their own elevation, elevate the profession, 
until their successors could, wilhout loss of honor or profit, feel satisfied with 
less ad "anced positions. 
It may he urged that we would not find students for such a course, that the 
young men wonld prefer the more honored and more lucrative professions of 
medicine and jurisprudence. But would not these professions, in the course 
of time, be overstocked? Nay, are they not already overstocked? And do not 
even now, their less gifted or less fortunate members drop down into the pro-
fession of teaching? And will not those professions cea~e to be mor~ hon-
ored, though they may continue to be more lucrative? I say, intentionall!, 
may,' because it seems to me that the necessity of physicians and lawyers Will 
diminish with the increasing efficacy of teachers. .At any rate, the lack of 
respect for the profession is a mightier obstacle than the lack of income, and 
the former will be sure to yield as soon as its just causes are removed. 
While it, surely, would be desirable to have all teachers ~o thoroughly pre-
pared for their work, it is evident that such a happy condition of affairs is nol. 
in our reach and that normal schools and colleges, with chairs of didactics, 
must still co;ltinu~ to labor as earnestly as they are doing now; bnt, is it not 
equally evident that, inasmuch as the teaching corps of these institutions will, 
in the course of time, be recruited from the professional post·graduate courses, 
as suggested, the normal schools and colleges will-I say this with due respect 
to present incumbents-do better and more efficient service than they do 
now? 
. Besides, would not the controlling influence of incompetent men upon 
school affairs, 'so humiliating to true teachers, be effectually met and neutral 
ized by such institutions? And is it probable that men and women, studying 
on the broadest and highest basis of culture, in full possession of the science 
and art of their profession, would consent to be the serfs and tools of ignorant 
and wily politicians or plotting school trustees? Would they not find the 
means of enforcing a respectful hearing, and of securing for themselves the 
full control of a work which they alone have the skill, and consequently the 
right to control? The emancipation of the teacher's profession will begin 
with the establishment of post· graduate courses for pedagogy in colleges and 
universities, on fully equal footing with the corresponding courses for" the. 
three learned professions." 
TEACHERS have beel1 about the only persons who have been blessed with 
everlasting examinations, but they are to have some company, for all physi-
cians in Texas, under the new law, are required to appear before the county 
board, and pass an examination. The only difference between them and 
teachers is, that one examination is considered su.fficient for a doctor, while 
seventeen is not enough for a teacher. They have been examined so many 
times, they are accustomed to it, it has no dread. We know a young lady of 
great tiolidity, who has presented herself at seven consecutive examinations, 
and each time has passed, and now she is patiently waiting for the eighth. 
the educational department has not yet been ahle, alter all these suceessive 
examinations, to ascertain whether she is competent to teach or not. Dear 
patient teachers. One examination for the doct<>rs is enough, but no amoun t 
of it will do for the teacher.-National T~ac1urs' Mo,zthly . 
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Musical -Department. 
·Editor, W. L. SMITH, East Saginaw, Michigan. 
(Musical exchanges, books for notice correspondence, queries, etc. touching upon mUlical 
topics, should be sent to the editor of this department.) . 
IF music is worthy of any attention in school, it is worthy of being made a re'gular exercise, in \~hich all should be required to take part, and a good 
teacher will rarely fail in securing the hearty participation of . nearly everyone. 
Prof. Loomis says: .. Many go through the world songless, because, having 
been unsuccessful in their first attempt, they have been made· to believe that 
they could not learn to sing. Their great-grandfather was no singer, and 
their grandmother could not sing, and their parents are hot singers, and there-
fore song has become one of the lost arts to them." We would not insist 
that everyone can learn to sing, for, with Dr. Holmes, we .bewail the fact 
that there are 
-- "those who never sing, 
But die with all tl;teir music in them." 
But we would not discourage the unmusical pupil, for many such have learned 
to sing, and to sing 'well , who at first were unable to control their voices in the 
lenst. Experience has proved that, when commenced in early childhood, as 
great a proportion may be taught to sing as can learn to speak well. But if 
we, occasionally, do find such as can never sing, why not have them learn the 
principles of music, which may be applied to the playing upon some kind of 
musical instrum~ht? Then, by all means, let every one participate in the 
study of music. 
-Do not give all the time y,ou have for music in each day's exercises at 
once, but divide it up, and intersperse it, at various intervals, between recita-
tions. in this way the mnsic lesson does not a~sume the form of a " task," 
but becomes a recreation. The voices do not become tired, causing some of 
the pupils to become listl ess, and, often, ultimately resulting in their losing all 
interest in singing. After a short interval of three or four minutes having been 
thus devoted to this exercise, the pupils will return to their other lessons with 
renewed energi!!s of thought, and instead of time h:lI'ing been lost, it is 
gained. 
"':"The advances which the cause of music has been making within the last 
few years, command the earnest admiration of every wide-awake man or 
woman in our land. But more might have been accomplished had there heen 
a greater discrimination made between competent and incompetent teachers, 
in securing private instruction . . Owing to a lack of discernment, the people 
have been led into giving their patron.age, too often, to a class of musical 
charlatans who make great pretentions, but seldom give their pupils any last-
ing benefit. The first thing necessary to a knowledge of music is to acquire 
Ihe ability to read, and not to fritter away time and money in trying to become 
Nilsson~, Kelloggs, Marios, or Brignolis, without a knowledge of the first 
principles of musical notation. Sedley Taylor very truly remarks, "The 
young' lady who can only sing a few elaborately prepared son~, may be com-
pared to the school-hoy who can only read from his own book." Where 
l1lU~IC IS taught in the public schools. musical charlatanism cannot long eXIst, 
because the people will very soon be able to discern the difference between 
.. gold and tinseL" In this respect, music in schools proves to be a mean~ of 
saving greatly to the people. 
Practical Hints and Exercises. 
;-
Ed itor, Mrs. KATE B. FORD, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
STUDENTS OF NATURE. 
THIS is just Ihe lime of year when pupils of a!l ages need to be led into the ~tudy of the natural world around them. The earliest bird should 
be poticed, its form and_ color described, its song discussed; and every memo 
ber of a school should he·set to watch it. movements whenever an opportunity 
presents itself. During the present month Ihe earliest spring flowers may be 
found in many of the Northern state~. Children ought to know what kind of 
places they nre most apt to be gathen:d from, what the habits of the plants arc, 
and their name,. The buds of our trees and shrubs, too, form a m~~t interest. 
ing field of inves~gation . As they swell and by and by develop into leaf. 
clusters, the o~ng student will grow more and more ali"e to the work he 
has before him. Plant in a box some coriimon seed~ ·~~ch as cucumber, morning 
glory, pumpkin, or radish seeds, and watch them "come up." Peas, bean~ , 
or kernels of corn begin growing easily in a tumbler of soft water. A turnip, 
potato, onion, or any similar garden vegetable, will send out green and grow-
ing branches with very little coaxing. That some plants commence growth 
with one seed-leaf, and others with more, will speedily be leart~d . The use 
of the starch stored up in the cabbage, potato~ turnip, and beet, will need 
little explanation. Why the pumpkin seed is so thick and the first seeds so 
clumsy will be seen at once. Better than any of above les.~ons, however, is the 
interest awakened in all living growing .things by the study of the few . 
ANOTHER OLD PUZZLE. 
PERHAPS most tea.chers of mathematics in the country have h"d the prob : lem, "To find the values of x and y in the equations x 2 +)' = (1, and 
y2 + X = b," propounded to them. Sometimes it is given" x! + y = I I, and 
y2 +x = 7." The writer expects to get a tetter about once a month asking 
for a solution of one or the other form. What is meant is a solution by 
mean~ of quadratics. Often It i~ said, "the problem looks very simple." 
Thi~ means I snppose, that it l~oks a.~ if it could iJ .! readily reduced to the so-
lution of a quadratic . . T)le difficulty is with the eyes that look. The fact i. 
it sh.ould 1101 look (1S Ihougn il could b~ so redllud /-the presumption should 
be the other way. Th~ equatiOn> are both quudrntics, and, ;11 gtlural the 
solution of two simultaneous quadratics requires the solution of a hiqundratic; 
while only in special cases does the elimination result in u quadratic. Hell l'>! 
as sl/ould b~ exptcf~d, the elimination of .r lrom the equatiolls, ... 2 + J' = II , 
and y2 + .r = b, gives ) ,4 ~ 2by 2 + y + be - a = 0, a biquadratic of genera.l 
form and lacking only a term in yi to be It complete biquadratic. Of such 
an equation there is no solution by means of quadratics. The equations 
x 2 + y = 1 I , and ,,2 +.r = 7, gil'e),4 - 14)'" + Y+ 38 = o. This equation 
is readily solved by the ordinary method of examining numerical higher equa · 
tion~ for integral root~. Thus these roots heing factors of 38, if y has all 
integral value it is ± 2, or ± 19. Evaluating for )' = 2, we find that this is a 
root. Hence we may write (y - 2)( ,,0 + 2y2 - lOy - 19) =:;; o. This gh·e~ 
y - 2 = 0, and y" + 2V' - lOy - 19 = 0. For), = 2, we have x = 3; but 
there still remains the solution of the complete cubic ,,8 + 2y2 - JO)' - 19 
= 0, in order to find the other three values of y. This equation ha~ no integ-
ral root, .since neither ± I, nor ± 19 satisfies it. But as it ha.<; at least one 
real root, we can proceed to find its approximate value by Horner's or some 
other method. n. 
CLOSING SCHOOL. 
IT i~ · a common thing to open school in a formal way, but the ending-who can describe? In the morning, hymns, prayers, scripture reading · ; in 
the evening, reproofs, punishments, tears, unfinished tasks, ;;ol emn l ool:~, :mcl 
more solemn thonghts. Th(S~ th£ngs ought 1Jot so to be. 
Serious offences ~ometimes require a meeting of teacher and pupil alone, 
after the daily session-in fact. it is impossible to eli) the case justice during · 
the day without using too much time belonging to the entire school. AmI 
almost any rebelli ou~ pupil will think and talk more reasonably when away 
from his cqmrades. These, however, ~hould be and are occasional. There 
comes to mind, a~ we write, what a tt:acher once said: .. No matter what the 
day ha~ been, I try to ·send the boy;; and girls home with something pleasant 
to dream about." Now what can 'you devise to gil-e the day a cheery ending? 
And may we suggest for the little people, a li \"eiy song, a short ~tory, an exer· 
cise in rapid adding or subtracting, a review drill 1D reciting down, in spelling, 
but as frequently in arithmetic or geography, a game in natural history. Th" 
children will be delighted to carry home, too, a few interesting, practical ques-
tions. The same will bring plenty of answers for similar use to·morrow. vVe 
give below two or three questions for illustration: "Of what are the buttons 
on my dress made? Of "Why is it good for the canary bird to eat sand, and 
very bad fqr me to ~ the ~ame thing?" "\Ve say now Ihat it is the year 
1877, when did the people say' it is the year one? ' " Many similar exercises, 
particularly the queries, will please no less the older pupils. Such as the fol-
lowing are for them alone. During the day, when grammatical errors occur, 
place the most glaring ones on the blackboard, being sllre to in~lude the 
laughable ones. No matter who made the mistakes- th.e names, in fact, are 
better forgotten. Read and comment at the day's end. The making of ana-
grams is anoIher method of brightening the last ten or fifteen minutes, and 
will serve as topics of thought and conversation on the way home. Speci -
mens m~y not be out of place: Telegraphs-Great helps; !mpatient-Tim in 
a pet; Parishoners-l hire parsons; Presbyterian-B~t in prayer; Astrono-
men-No more stars. . 
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PRIM.ARY SPELLING_ 
MARY P. COLBURN, Boston. 
-FROM present indications it seems imminent that one of the most import-
ant events of our new century is to he, literally, a "war of words,"-
or more properly, a war witl, words. Educators are all alive on the subject, 
und this method or that is held up as a standard. The good old rugged and 
thorny paths by which we arrived at an intelligent estimate of things, are 
thought to be too rugged and thorny for the rising generation, and numerous 
plans are before the public for lightening the burden and the labor. It is a 
self-evident fact that the right way has not yet' been hit upon for making good 
spellers in the shortest time, and a lamentable one that so many poor spellers 
.are annually turned loose upon society. 
Now, if spelling books fail of the desired result, would it not be a good 
thing, just for a term or two, or with a class or two, to try to get along without 
one in the sch oolroom at all ? 
I can imagine the holy. hOHor of scores of parents, \Vh", would, in their 
limited knowledge of how things work, think" Peter and I-Iannah might as 
well stay to home as try to lam anything 'thout a spellin' book; they had one, 
n good 'hig one, too, and used to lam Iwo coly~ms nigh about, every day! " 
But Peter and Hannah stand a pretty good chance, after all, of learning as 
much as was l ~arned by the parties afore-mentioned , if, with a teacher wllO 
lmderstahds her business, they only lake in a fair proportion of the teaching. 
I would recommend relying 11.h.olly upon the reading' lesson. The words 
there are the ones in every day use; or, if a notably uncommon one were 
introduced, the very fact "f its presence then an there, and its connection will, 
Ilu suPjee! ;1/. l,mul, would tcnd to fix it IIldelibly in the memory. I never 
could see the use of taxing the mind with a series of words which have no 
connection at all with each other, or with anything the little fellows el'er see 
or hear about in their daily life! 
The English language is a noble one, and has arm'ed near to perfection; 
and I, for one, should feel ,'ery sorry to see any such substitutions as are being 
proposed. Why not let it he, as it is, an exceptional language? It w,;mld 
take a long, long time for our eyes to become accustomed to the looks of the 
words and the letters, to say nothing of all the rest. As children ad"ance in 
their studies, riew words are constantly occurring to demonstrate what they 
are about; and then is the time to learn such words. 
I never would propose such a plan as my own dear old school master-Hea-
"ven bless him !-followed; but yet it shows what pluck will do. In his own 
school days, he gave greater attention to e,'erything else than to spelli!,g, so 
lhat, when he came to his first teaching, he found a formidable rival in the 
orthographic line, in one who had a school in the same town. 
The contrast between them must have been "ery great, for our friend, being 
determined not to be outdone in any direction, much less in tbis. used to tal,e 
a ponderous dictionary witb him out lJnder the trees at his home, and .there, 
lying flat upon the gra.~s in tile cool shade, give an hour each day to learning 
to spell, ta1d ng column by column, and page by page; he never gave up the 
wearying task till he had conquered the whole, and was .able to spell every 
word in it, triumphantly adding the definition~ ! His motive to begin with, he 
used laughingly to a."ert, was emulation, but he gained a lifelong InxurY.by 
t4e mea)1s. 
No; I wouldn ' t counsel any such despotic method as that, but I am con-
yinced that the language, as it now stands, can be at our perfect disposal, if o~ly' 
the right means are used. All knowledge is arbitrary wi th our species; we 
cannot, as do .the brutes, fall back upon instinct, we have have got to learn. 
\Ve are not like the ducks, who can swim the first til;le they try, we mnst "get 
in" over head -and em's many times, before we can swim in any sea. 
The Bible must look'to us as it always has looked all ~ur d~ys, or the stand- . 
ard is insensibly lowered ; the hallowed verses, \'-S we' learned them Iispingly 
and have always remembered them, would lose have the sacredness were they 
put in any other form; 50 the laborious task of retranslating was not a success. 
No. Correct the plans for teaching ~pelling, :but let 'our beautifu( words 
stand. Hom~ would ne':Qr be home to us were it spelled hom,-all the long 
-marks .in Christendom would ne,'er bring up to our mental vision 'the dear old 
days of childhood, as the simple, sweet word does, spelled as our eyes have 
always seen it I And so with all the rest. 
But, at the risk of breaking down my own argument, I am tempted to give 
you a specimen of a paper handed in by a girl well up in the ranks of one of 
our grammar schools; though how .she ever got there must forever remain a 
mystery, as the merest child ·in the uiost of our primary schools can spell at 
... east one-hal{ of the words correctly. 
The teacher gave me the paper a'Wd I send you a copy: 
"Norlw.und (knowledge), corlorp (scallop), nuw (neuter), putur (pewter), 
nume (nUIsance), mutrel (neutral), M.unday, mouthy (month), crentuy (ceh-
tury), buteen (between) maunau (maneuvre), thruth (through), mucry (mercy), 
adward (ad,·erh), crnper (group), ruaty (beauty), wanety (view) , cwreane 
(quarrel) ." 
This was the entire lesson, and you can see how near she came to it; in 
mogt instances, not ev.{!n- the slightest perception of sounds-and certainly 
none at all of meaning. 
But, after all, is this an argument for a simpler form of spelling? NO-It 
only shows the more forcibly, how much tact is necessary on the part of the 
. teacher, to impress certain minds. This one must certainly have been wantil)g 
from her very birth, and only furni shes a formidable instance of the fallacy of 
establishing a "regulation" standard. 
This miss would have made a " miss " of it, every time, everywhere. 
The subject is by no means exhausted, and in a future paper r propose to 
consider the. make-up of a standard" Speller," etc , .. 
ARITH~IETIC-FRACTIONS. 
Il . F. S TOCKS, Fainnount, llIinoi •. 
HVASTLY too much time is gil'en 10 the study of "rilhme~ic " says one, 
. We meekly suhmit and agree. Infinitely greater results ought to be 
reached hi much less time than is usually devoted to this "all-important 
hranch." In nine-tenths of our country and village schools the mind of the 
pupi l becomes so stultified 11y the work of incompetent teachers in the primary 
grades that it becomes practi cally impossible to reach any definite l'esults in 
the short time many of our pupils remain in school. 
There is no enthu,iasm in the teacher, consequently none is created in the 
(pupil. A, a striking evidence of this, 1 verily believe not more than one 
teach.er in ten of the schools referred to is a reader of any educational jou~nal, 
hence they know nothing of the educational status of the country. Equally 
meager is the knowledge of the sllbjects to be t~ht. But it is our purpose 
only to draw attention to a few errors we have so often observed, even amOtig 
teachers of high local reputation. 
How many of the cla~s of teachers referred to can gi"e a clear and philosoph -
ica reason f~r inverting the dil'isor in dividing one fraction by another? 
One was shocked because, in division of decimals, his pupils were requested to 
place the decimal point in the quotient before writing the figures that follow. 
"Why," said he, "they can't, . the rule says' from the right hand of the quo, 
tient point off as many plllces for decimals as the decimal places in the divi-
dend exceed those in the divisor.'" He was surprised, however, to discover 
that he might know when the figure in unit's order was written, and write the 
point he fore writing the figure in tenth's order. 
The complex fraction is another subject tbat 'Ieads to much unnecessary and 
unphilosophical work. Just here we have observed more bad work than in 
IIny other part of the subject. 
Let us iII uSlrate : 
It is required to dh·ide 11 by i 
. 3!- 5i 
SOl.UTION: Reducing each term of each complex fraction to an improper 
fraction, indicating the division and dividing both numerator and denominator 
by the same factor, or in other words, employing cancellation, we have, 
~l X ~ X 2. X .2 = 663 = 8 55 _ 
3 19 8 3 76 76 
There is but one point in this solution that will' not readily be seen by the-
pupil, and that is in regard to the denominator of the· divisor, 5i-. It is equal 
to Ji-; tllis is a divisor of the numerator" & " and would be written,~' t X !f/' 
but this expression is a divisor of the first fraction, it, and hence must be 3l 
13 6 9 17 
inverted, which gives the completed expression, 3' X 19 X '8 X Tor, 
13 X 6 X 9 X 17 
3 X 19 X 8 X 3 
to no inversion. 
The fra~tion _'1. is twice inverted, which is equivalent 
3 
. It is not only amusing but astonishing to see the number of figur":s 1!,JI.d. die 
amount of work that is sometimes tortured from problems so simple ~ tli~ one 
above. It draws ~o mind the expression of President Hewett in his lidilress 
before the Illinois Teachers' Association, "They know absolutely nothing of 
the ph\losop):ly of fractions." 
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PROF. MORSE IN MINNEAPOLIS. 
THIS popular and versatile lecturer favored this western University city with a course of three lectures on" Evolution," last week; delivered under the aus-
pices of the Minnesota Academy of Sciences. They were listened to by large and 
appreciative audiences, expressive of the intelligence and the culture of the 
city. The speaker's facile chalk was used, as usual, to graphically impnnt the 
truths of his lecture on the mind. Dry arguments and abstruse conceptions 
were made to speak from the blackboard in visible forms and diagrams, as the 
lecturer proceeded to announce them. He presented in the three lectures 
given, a rumne of the history, theory, and evidences of evolution, citing many 
facts and familiar illustrations, and concentrating them on the theme in such a 
way as to bring out frequent expressions of applause and admiration . Prof. 
Morse is a rapid and direct speaker. He is full, to overflowing, of his science; 
and the spontaneity of his manner, his words, his illustrations, is only so much 
evidence of his honesty and candor. Sophisms need thought and metaphysi-
cal adjustment to conceal their falsity, but his is the open and disingenuous 
liberty of truth, expressing .itself as to the opening mind of a child, and asking 
reasonable interpretation and acceptance. Prof. Morse is one of those inde-
pendent men who care not for the consequences of evolution, if it be true,-a 
class of men who are growing rapidly more numerous. He barely alluded to 
the Scriptural bearing of evolution, toward the close of his course; and then 
only in such II way as to conciliate and hannonize. He cited the acceptance 
by theologians of the scientific interpretation of the Mosaic record of creation, 
and the heautiful adaptability of the Old Testament to the accepted truths and 
discoveries of modem science, and ,mentioned the linguistic studies of Prof. 
Whitney, and their bearinlt on the story of the Tower of Babel. lIe said the 
acceptance of evoluti~n has no effect whatever on the truthfulness of Scripture. 
While claiming, as he doubtless does, that if there be two revelations of a 
Supreme Intelligence, one by his works and one direct and verbal, transmitted 
to us from Moses, that is most credible to him which speaks to his sentient 
nature, and still explicitly disclaimed any intention to wound the religious faith 
of anyone, or deprive him of his life's chief solace. He evidently thinks that 
the surest testimony that man can have of the truth is what he see. or hears 
or feels himself, if it be never so still or small a voice. and that this he is bound 
to believe reg!).rdless of all contrary traditions or interpretations. That revela-
tion which he gets through science, a~ an expression of a Divine Being, he is 
bound to stand by, being ~ direct expression to his senses. If tmd,tion or 
authority brings him a revelation at variance with what he knoZlJs to be true, he is 
• bound to reject it. It is, in his opinion, cramped by the limitations of human 
language, and shaped in the feble conceptions of human know ledge. 
It is lamentable to see the unwillingness of a few small-minded men, who, 
on both sides of this question, endeavor to smirch the candid judgment of their 
opponents,. to allow the possibility of the truthfulness of both these revelations. 
lhey cannot see, apparently, tpat God may not have confined himself to one 
method only m making a revelation to man, and that his truthful revelations 
of himself, .in whatever form, will never contradict themselves; that the writ-
ten revelation, given to a "chosen race," declares that" itt all lands" there is 
an unwritten rev~lation also, which he who reads shall know God. I say 
the~e are small-mmded and often bjgoted men-for bigotry can exist in a sci-
enost as well as in a churchman, and it . is to their petty bickerings that we 
owe all the dust which is filling the air and concealing the truth. On the one 
hand there are lecturers-so-called scientific lecturers-who travel up and 
down the country proclaiming an irreconcilable hostility between science and 
religion, whose stock in trade is to point out this antagonism and magnify it. 
The~ are generally not scientists, but theorizers, who have lapsed from the 
pulpit to the platfonn. On the other hand, are wide-mouthed moral scientists, 
who, perchance, teach H natural theology," and draw confirmations of Scrip· , 
ture, II la Butler's Analogy, from a narrow field of scientific knowledge, but 
cannot enlarge their grasp so as to include the entire field of nature. They 
assume to know all about evolution, having read theological critiques upon} t, 
and they pronounce it an uncertain and 'vacillating . theory. They take liter-
ally every word of the Mosaic record, as it has been handed down to them, 
and hold up indignantly their hands at anyone who attempts in any way to 
explain its apparent discordance with modem science. Had they lived in 
~~lileo's time they would have been found in the congregation of the Inqui-
Sition.. ~ow both these classes are doing great damage to the cause of tTuth. 
They Irritate each other, 'they confound the masses. The rising generation 
, naturally will side with one or the other. Many who are feeble III their faith 
are turned from religion; many who are quasi-scientists are led to berate the 
Scripture, and many who are able theologians deprive themselves of much of 
their influence with an intelligent class of the community. It places science 
in " false light, and sometimes compels her to contend long for a just recogni, 
tion. 
Now Prof. Morse, with that candor and that delicacy which characterizes a 
true scientist, made no harsh generalizations, reached no ultimatums which 
could wound the religious sympathies of anyone, bllt confined hims~lf closely 
to his subject. neing a scientist and not a theologian, he lets the theologians 
take care of their side of the question; they should be equally fair, and grant 
him the same privilege. , . 
It was with some surprise, therefore, that we read, in the Minneapolis Citizett, 
of March 15th, a very unfair editorial notice of Prof. Morse's recent lectures 
in this city, calling on certain H Christian gentlemen," over whose names 
the course of lectures was advertised, to purge themselves of this kind of fanat-
icism, set up in the name of science. Such one-sided slurs at science, and at 
"Christian gentlemen," are not to be expected in a newspaper which is pro-
fessedly. "devoted to the advancement of Christian civilization." To call Prof. 
Morse a fanatic is to be self-convicted of ignorance and prejudice. It is to 
set up one's a~sertion against the intelligent expression of thousands of intelli-
gent 3Jld delighted audiences before whom he has lectured in the United 
States, and to contradict the opinion of the ablest naturalists of the world. 
N. H. WINCHELL. 
UNI VERSITY OF MINNESOTA, March 19, 1877. 
Notes. 
POLITICAL.-One of the most notable indications of a revolution in the political party organizations of the country is the confirmation by the 
Senate of Frederick Douglass as Marshall of the District of Columbia, which 
wa~ accomplished by a vote of 30 to 12. The twelve Democrats who 
voted against Douglass claimed that the question of color was not considered 
by them, but the alleged unfitness of Douglas for that particular office.--
Judge Davis was highly complimented by the Bar ' of the Supreme Court on 
his withdrawal from that body to take a place in the Senate.--The Inter-
Ocean contained, recently, an interesting editorial on the" Report of·the Sil-
ver Commission." It says : ~"The conclusions of the committee point to the 
silver demonetization act a~ the chief cause of the industrial and commercial 
disasters of the last three years and a half." The subject demands general 
attention.--President Hayes is determined that no discrimination on account 
of color shall be made in filling public offices, either by himself or others. 
--Congress will re-assemble on the fourth June.--General Geo. B. Mc-
Clellan has been nominated for the position of Superintendent of Public 
'Works in New York City. His nomination wa~ not confirmed. 
GENERAL.-It is announced in the daily papers that Prof. C. B. Riley, State 
Entomologist of Missouri, Prof. Cyrus Thomas, State Entomologist of Illinois, 
and Dr. A. S. Packard, of the American Naturalists of Massachusetts, have 
been appointed a United States Entomological Commission, to inquire into 
the character and habits of the grasshoppers and other destructive i~sect~ 
which have created for several years so much ravage in the agricultural dis-
tricts of the West. The commission will have its headquarters in Prof. Hay-
den's office in Wa~hington, and their western office, in which 'a larger part of 
the indoor work is to be done, will be at SI. Louis. They expect to get into 
the field in a few days. Prof. Riley will occupy himself more particularly 
with the whole country east of the mountains and south of the 48th parallel; 
also the west half of Iowa and whole of British ·America. ·Prof. Thomas 
takes ' Minnesota, Nebra~ka, South Dakota, and East Wyoming, while Prof. 
Packard will make Montana, Idaho, West Wyoming, and the Pacific slope his 
field. The natural history, remedies, preventive measures, the meteorological 
and geographical bearings of the subject, etc., will also be divided and 
allotted to facilitate the work of the commission.--Massachusetts has passed 
a law legalizing the metric system.--The New York Legislature has 
brought to light some not very comforting facts 'in connection wit):llife insur-
ance. · Testimony before a committee appointed by that body has disclosed . 
the fact that the losses by death are but a small percentage of the expendi-
tures of the company. The salaries paid hy the New York Life in 1876, 
aggregated $230,528, the President alone receiving $31,250. Large salaries 
are rendered possible by the large number of those who forfeit their policies 
for non-paYlnent. Only 7 ~ per cent. of those holdin~ policies die while 
insured, so that 92~ per cent. are clear profit.--John D. Lee, the fiend who 
\va~ chief perpetrator of the Mountain Meadow massacre, twenty years ago, 
was la~t week executed for his bloody work, upon the very field where the 
bones of his victims have since lain.--Oakey Hall has wandered away, and 
become lost-nobody can find him. It is expected that he will turn up in 
Europe after the trial of Sweeney has occurred.--Prof. J . C. Freeman, of Chi-
cago University, has been invited to address the literary societies of Antioch 
College at the coming commencement.--It was fitting that the tenth anni -
versary of the establishment of the Industrial University at Champaign shou.1d 
be cele):>rated in a proper and pleasant manner on the 10th inst. It was fitting 
that the Governor, and a majority of the legislature of Illinois, should know 
that there is at least, and at last, one creditable institution of higher education 
in the state which has been wisely and securely es.tablished out of the last ,and 
the least of the magnificent donations which the Government of the United 
States tendered previous governors and legislatures of Illinois for that. pur-
pose. It is a little sad, however, that . one of the chief newspapers of the 
chief city i~ the state, could 'see nothing in this entirely appropriate gathering 
but a 'cute way of securing" an appropriation." There is some satisfaction in 
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the rdlection that the generous endowment of th" University makes it but 
very slightly dependent on those who would be influenced by such suggestions. 
--Since the acquittal of Alexander Sullivan, on trial for the murder of 
Hanford, in Chicago, one of the jurors, a Swede by the name of Swansen, 
has been committed to the County Jail by State's Attorney Mills, for perjury. 
Ha\'ing sworn that he knew nothing of the murder, he is discovered to have 
been in constant attendance at the first trial, and to have refused to sign a peti-
tion against Judge McAllister, for the reason that he believed Sullivan inno-
ccnt. This is the first; we believe there are" more to follow."--A school 
district in Blne Earth county, Minnesota. has applied for an injunction forbid-
cling state officers and contractors from proceeding under the law f~r furnish-
ing cheap school hooks. This is only one of the many difficulties arising. 
--It is a cnrious fact, that when a spasm of economy seizes the public, 
teachers are the first to suffer a reduction of salary, and often it ends there.--
~ew York is now agitated on this question. The reduction there is said to 
he temporary, however. That is better than in most cities. San Francisco is 
the place for teachers to flee to at present. That fortunate city has a surplus of 
$50,000 in the treasury, and they are increasing the salaries of their teachers. 
Two principals of grammar school~ receive $225 per month . The salaries of 
music and drawing teachers are now $175 per month, for principals, and $150 
for assistants. Woe he to the teacher who speaks disrespectfully of a sCllool 
,lirector, however. For the first offense he shall be suspended; for the ~ec­
ond, dismissed. With so generous a board of directors, one would expect to 
find little cause for complaint.--The appropriation of public funds tq the 
support of sectarian schools has again come to the surface at Fort Madison, 
Iowa. Good citizens had repeatedly protested, without effect, hut at the last 
election of trustees, the issue was fairly marIe, and the public element pre-
\'aile(l.--The Boston teachers have been reprimanded for .. preaching to 
their pupils."--The Royal Society of Great Britain is at present urging upon 
the education department of the government a proposition to the effect that a 
scheme be adopted offering prizes or grants to persons who undertake specific 
researches or solve scientific problems. The Royal Society considers that the 
Parl.i~entary grant of £4,000, expended annually by the education depart -
ment for scientific education, would thm; be more usefully distributed. If the 
proposition is adopted, it will doubtless give a valuable impetus to science. 
- The IVe1i' Educntion is a monlhly tract for ' parents and teachers, which 
advocates in a masterly way tIll: c1aim~ upon them of the kindergarten of 
Frcebel. It is edited hy Our contrihutor, Prof. 'V. N. Hailman, of Mil-
waukee. 
I'rincipia or .Bnsis oj Socia! Sciena. Beirig a survey or the subject from 
Ihe Moral and Theological, yet Liberal and Progressive Stand-points. By R . 
.I . Wright. (Philadelphia: j. H. Lippincott & Co. pp. 524. Price $3 
1875)·-This is not entirely a scientific work, a<; it has been written lar 
,' (rom the moral and theological standpoint." Its style is very plain and 
lInequivocal,~indeed, rather homely. It is the product of study, inspired by 
a natural disposition to sermonize upon political and metaphysical questions. 
The work is peculiar in this, as it aims particularly to give merely the funda-
mental politicial organic principles. It is the" principia," or bas£s of social 
science that the auUlOr aims to present, and fulure volumes may present the 
subject in a manner less abstract. It cannot be said to b'e a scholarly work, 
nor does it claim to be, though the scholar, especially the stndent of Comte, 
Carey, Paley, Spencer, Mulford, Mill, Guizot, Fourier, and a dozen others, 
will find in the volume much to interest and attract attention. He will find 
that the author differs from all these writers in some important points, par· 
ticularly in presenting metaphysics, ethics, and religion, as branches of a really. . 
positive philosophy; though in this point he seems to be quite at harmony 
with Paley. Paley places expediency, or reasoning_ from expediency, before 
the moral instim:ts, while Wright places the latter (;>n a par with the former. 
While Comte and Spencer deal chiefly with the physical sciences,. and Mill 
largely with the commercial, and Paley with the moral and the theological, 
Wright combines the physico-scientific with the metaphysical, and makes little 
use of mercautile and financial considerations, but the moral and theological 
are kept so constantly in view as to render the wo~k one which can be read to advan-
tage by the theological student, as well as the student of social science merely. 
Ninety pages are devoted to a discussion of "Limited Communism," which 
fact the author attempts to excuse by citing the example of greater writers, but 
it becomes evident, before reachmg the c.Jose of the work, that his chief aim 
has' been to reinforce the various communistic societies already in, existence and 
aid in the org;mization of more. " But the reward which he would like to 
hope for is, that it inay promote virtue, liberty, and harmony, in church and 
state, both in and out of eommunism." 
Forly-Sromth Ammal Report ojthe COI;,mOIt Schools oj Ci'lCi1Z1tati for the 
school year ending August 31, 1876, including, A Hand Book for the School 
Year ending August 31, 1877. John B. Peaslee, Superintendent.-Some 
idea of the magmtude of the school interests of Cincinnati may be gained by 
a cursory examination of this Report. It makes a volume of 475 pages, and is 
a mine of wealth for the teecher, a, well as the student of educational science. 
Besides the usual financial exhibit, statistics of attendance, etc., the Report 
contains very interesting statements of the work accomplished in the schools 
from the superintendents of Music, Writing, and Drawing. -The history of 
the public schools is also given by Mr. J. Houghton, and that of the high 
schools By W. R. Looker. One of the most valuable features of the report is 
its elaborate analysis of the course of study pursued. The Centennial exhibit 
receives a liberal share of attention. As is well known, the schools of Cincin -
nati made a ·very honorable showing at the great international re-union. Few 
cities can boast of as good a system of public schools as Cincinnati. 
A .Bn·if Bltglisl, Grammat· Oil a Logiral lIfethod. By Alexander Bain, 
LL. D . Professor of Logic, in the University of Aberdeen. (New York : 
Henry Holt and Company) .-Key to a .Brief EIIglish. Grnll/mat· 011 a Logica. 
lI'fethod. (Same author and publishers).-These two small volumes will 
attract attention. No subject more than English grammar needs treatment 
" On a Logical Method." There is some danger, however, of associating 
strictly logical methods for young children Witll hopeless 'dullness, when such 
methods are interpreted by the average teacher. We fear that Prof. Bain's 
attempt to anticipate the" unavoidable difficulties of the subject by a previous 
handling of certain elementary notions (belonging to all science)," by explain -
ing the meanings of "individual, general, abstr;tct, class, genus, species, 
coordinate, subordinate, and definition," whereby he leads his pupils to con-
sieler" the constituents of a proposition, and the kinds of propositions; and 
lastly the sentence, from which are evolved the parts of speech," though it is 
undoubtedly philosophical and" logical," will prove a stumbling-block to the 
average teacher in the common work of the common schools. 
" The key is framed to assist the teacher in comprehending the exact drift 
of the Exercises and Questions." "It also includes a large selection of ad-
ditional examples, which are commented on with a view to set forth still 
farther the methods of parsing, and to illustrate tlte ,c.onstructions and idioms of 
the language." 
If those who ha\'e charge of schools, especi~lly those on whom it devol\'es 
to make courses of instruction, could be persuaded to postpone the study of 
grammar until children ha\'e attained to the use of reaSon, and tben be farther 
persuaded to regard the subject as a science, and to treat it in a scientific 
spirit, the ends of the study of Englislt grammar would be accomplished, and 
much \'aluable mental discipline be acquired . Wherever any such 
rational ,ystem prevails, 01' is contemplated, the little volumes which Prof. 
Bain has contributed to the suhject or English grammar will be fomid useful 
and suggestive. 
I-Iat'j>tr's Schoo! Geograpl.y. With Maps and lIIustrntions prepared ex-
pressly for the work by Eminent A!1lencan Artists. (New York: Harper &: 
Brothers. 4to. 126 pp. 1877).-The celebrated house of'Harper & Brothel'S 
has presented to the public a tleW geography. It is a fine specimen of typo· 
graphy and the bookmaker's art-worthy in these respects, of the publishers 
and the times. It coniains 126 pages, to which is added, in the edition 
before us, S pages of special.geography of the state in which this geography is 
to he_tlsed-Pennsylva!\ia. Th'e illustrations are systematic, very numerous, 
instructive, and beautiful. The divisions of physical and political 'geography 
are treated in such a way as to constantly show the dependence of the facts of 
one branch upon those of the other, and at the same time the arrangement is 
such that either department may be studied or omitted if desired . Also, by a 
difference in type and a peculiar arrangement of the questions, teachers an (l 
pupils are afforded the choice of a simple outline or a fuller course . . 
We have no words but words of praise for this book. It is confined to 
geography .. an(1 does not dabble in the history, religion, or politics of tlte 
countries of which it treats. The resources of the publishers have enabled 
them to present, in the matter of illustration~, a vast amount of agreeable and 
useful information in a very small space. The whole work is concise, logical. 
and exact. While it embraces ~n outline of the science of geography that is 
not obscured or destroyed by an accumulation of stupid gossip and stupefying 
theories on subjects extraneous to that science, it affords, recommends, and 
encourages appropriate development of appropriate subjects, especially in 
the matter of local geography. The book will stand the test of the school-
rqom . 
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NEW YORK.-The winter term of the evening schools in New York city closed February 16th. Their number, including the High School, 
was thirty-fom-nineteen for males, twelve for females, and two for colored 
people. The attendance has not been so large or regular a~ in former years. 
The approximate number of attendants since October 2d, ill the school for 
males, was 5,079; for females, 2,272.; for colored people, 105. The aggre-
gate attendance of the three classes of schools was 7,906. Last ternl it 
was 8,278. But, .notwithstanding the decrease in attendance, the progress of 
the pupils has been rapid and satisfactory, and the general deportment of the 
scholars exceedingly good.--Much indignation has been excited among the 
public school teachers of the city over· the proposed reduction of salaries. A 
committee of the Board of Education has reported in favor of a cutting-down 
process, that should save altogether about ,$80,000. As the public schools 
cost" about $3,000,000 a year, the percentage of the proposed reduction is not 
by :my means a large one.--Measures have been submitted to the state 
Legislature that the state shall provide text-books at cost, and that the gradu-
ates of normal schools shall, by virtue of their diplomas, be entitled to em-
ployment as common school teachers. The Utica Herald calls these proposi-
tions .. mischievous," but the latter at lea~t is just what is done in other states 
we wot of, and that without .. mischief." --There are at present in active 
operation in the state 20 incorporated colleges and universities.--Rochester 
University has 163 student~; ten of these are special-course students. 
.MAINF..- The State Agricultural College wants the Legislature to help it 
wIth money.--The trustees of the State College contemplate erecting ma-
chine-shops for instruction on the Russian plan, which has also heen adopted 
hy the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.--The State Teachers' Asso-
ciation formally recommends the adoption of the metric system as the only 
legal system of the country.--The Portland city schools are open but 816 
hours per year.--This state will hereafter g ive its normal schools $15,000 
annually, instead of $13,000, the regular appropriation hitllerto.--There is 
a school dish'ict in this state where the twenty-four pupils are all the teacher's 
second cousins, and each is brother, sister, or cousin of every other pupil. It 
has been called a family school. 
MARYLAI'D.-In order to give the advantages of the Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity to recent college graduates and to other educated persohs resident in 
Baltimore and its vicinity, the trustees have arranged that the various courses 
of lectures announced _by non-resident professors, as well a~ members of the 
faculty, shall be given from ' 4 to 6 o'clock every afternoon until June next. 
Two lectures on different subjects are often in progress at the same time in 
different apartments of the University, and they are always well attended. 
They are of an academic rather than a popular nature, but they are not re-
stricted to members of the University, and the audience i ~ always largely 
made up of ladies. 
.MASSACHUSETTS.-This state, 111 which the ' c.ommon school system origi-
~a.ted ne.ar!y two centuries and a 'half ago, still presents some strange statis-
tiCS of Ilhteracy. Those who cannot read or write, or can neither read nor 
write, number 103,513. The native-born illiterates number 12,160 (more than 
one-half being above twenty-one), or less than one per cent. of the native-
born population; the foreign -boni illiterates number 92,363, or twenty-two 
per c~n!. of the whole foreign-horn population; 83,842 of 92,363, foreign-
born llhterates, are above twenty-one years of age.--The richly endowed 
Bussey institution at CambIidge, a school of agriculture amI horticulture, in 
connection with Harvard College, too, has but six students. 
Foreign .. 
GREAT BRITAIN.-The · Senate of the University of London has de· cided to admit women to medical degrees.--Prof. Goldwin Smith, 
writing of university extension in England, sayR: "There is one mode of ex-
tension ag.ainst ·which transatlantic experience emphatically protests-th'e 
multiplicatIOn of universities . . The effects of the • one-horse university ' 
system in the United States and Canada have been ruinous to high education 
and to the value of degrees. When. a college, after obtaining from a facile 
legislature university powers, fails or fall s into decay, it keeps it~ powers, 
which unhappily retain a pecuniary value, though their literary us~fulness has 
ceased. Three universities are enough for England."--It is said that Prof. 
Jowett, the well-known Greek· scholar and translator of Plato, has made 
Baliol Coliege, Oxford, of which he is master, the first seat of education and 
learning in Europe.--A Scotch youth named Macalister has just accom-
plished the unprecedented feat of winning at Cambridge all the chief prizes 
at one swoop, and becoming Senior Wrangler, too; he began his studies at 
the London University and left it because the work was too hard, the require-
ments then bemg more severe than at either of the old universities. Mr. 
Conway says th~t th~ influence of John Stuart Mill is still ,felt, particularly at 
the; London Umverslty, where the unfortunate theory prevails that the capaci-
ties 0'[ young ~en to acquire knowledge are underrated. About two years 
ago forty-live-tried to pass the linal examination for LL.B., at that institution, 
and not one succeeded. 
HOLl.AND.-The Minister of Public Instruction has published some educa-
tional statistics for 1875, from which it appears that there were 2,688 primary 
schools, of which 489 are schools of a hIgher degree, being an increase of 22 · 
over the preceding year. There are, in addition, 135 private schools in re-
ceipt of a subsidy, and 994 which do not receive any assistance from .the 
state, 569 of which give education of a higher degree. Altogether Holland 
has 3,817 schools, or 33 more than in 1874, and of these 1,174 are schools of 
a higher degree. The staff of teachers consisted , in 1875, of 9,267 ma~ters 
and 2,708 mistresses. 
STATE DEPARTMENTS. 
Minnesota. 
Editor, O. V. TOUSLEY, Minneapolis . 
EX-SUPERINTENDENT H orace B. Wilson made a strong argument against the" School Text-Book Bill" in the Legislature, hut the scheme 
had been matured and thoroughly" set up" from the start, and argument was 
of no avail.--The j'Uniors of the University held an exhibition March 7th, 
in University Hall. The. entertainment was every way creditable, and but 
for an infusion of hogus programmes, the delight of the audience would not 
have been qualified. Now we shall witness another siege of discipline. A 
similar occurrence last year worked its way along until it became th~ social 
event of the season. Not only the Faculty of the University, but the Regents 
and, indeed, eminent legal counsel were employed in bringing about an ami · 
cable adjustment. 
As Governor Pillsbury has vetoed the Tax Bill , it is confidently maintained 
by those who have investigated the matter, that this will put an end, for the 
present at least, to the Text Book Scheme. The districts will have no money 
with which to purchaseiJooks, and the state WIll be minus that revolving fund 
of $50,000! It is seldom that one quill accomplishes so much good. 
O. V. TOUSLEY, ESQ. We have had a dispute here over this matter: In 
the sentence, .. How an acorn becomes an oak is a mystery," is" hecomes " 
transitive or intransitive ? . If transitive, what is its object? If intransitive, 
how would you parse "mystery?" Please let us hear your decision iii the 
WEEKLY. L. O. 
LYLE, MINNESOTA, February 20, 18n. 
We say tbat .. hecomes" is not transitive in any place. The word is simply 
a contracted form for the phrase " comes to be,'" and if this was substituted 
for" becomes" there would be no question ahout disposing of "oak " in the 
predicate . .. How an acorn becomes an oak " is a sentence forming the subject 
of" is " and " mystery" is the predicate nominative. 
SUPERINTENDENT TOUSLEY, D~ar Si,' :-D. B. Hagar, in his correction of 
Miss Abbott's explanation of cube 'root, speaks of .. solid geometry." The 
ternl'solid is hardly correct. A cube in the mathematical sense is not a solid. 
The cube of a number is an expression for the volume of a cube whose edge 
is represented by the number. So the geometrical cube may be taken as the 
representative of the numerical cube, and a face of the geometrical cube truly 
represents the numerical square of the number. A philosophical discussion of 
this question would be out of place in your column. Allow Ille to remark, 
however, that it is_no objection to the geometrical method that it will not 
apply to all roots higher than the third. If it is correct for the second and 
third, and is more easily comprehended, it should be taught. Persons that 
have occasion to extract roots of a high degree can use logarithms or some 
special formula. \Vhy puzzle young minds with the general binomial formula? 
A child cannot take as comprehensive a view of a country as a Humboldt 
can; neither can a tyro in mathematics take general views in the maihemati-
callield. Respectfully, 
DAVID KIRK. 
MANKATO, MINNESOTA, March 6, 1877. 
Indiana. 
Editor, J. B. ROBERTS, Indianapolis. 
AN IMPORTANT DECISION.-A petition praying tor a mandate to com-pel the teaching of some of the so-called higher branches, in a district 
school, has recently been granted by a court in Johnson county. Two of the 
patrons had daughters who had completed the common school studies, and 
who, being stiil of legal school age, were entitll,!d to school privileges. They 
desired instruction in Latin and algebra, which it was understood the teacher 
wa~ qualified to teach. Although the ,'oters of the district had voted by a 
large majority that no studies should be taught except those commonly recog-
nized as English branches, the court granted the prayer of the petitioners so 
far as the algebra was concerned, and stated that the Latin would also have 
been included in the decree except for some technical informality in the peti-
tion. The decision was made under the 147th Section of the Indiana School 
Law, and practically recognizes the' high school as a necessaay part of the 
public school system. . 
THE LEGISLATURE has at last adjourned after .agonizing, in extra session, 
over the appropriation bills, ierieral and special. The normal and other state 
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institutions again breathe more freely, and are sure of being let alone at least 
two years. The Senate appointed a committee to inquire into the expedi-
ency of consolid~ting the Purdue and State Univ!rsitie~, and to report at the 
hext regular sessIOn. 
STILL ANOTHER SCIENTIFIC EXPEDITION A ND SUMMER SCHooI..- The 
Scientific Faculty of Butler University, headed by Prof. D. S. Jurdan , pro-
poses to undertake an exploring expedition in the interest of geology and 
natural history, during the coming vacation . The expedition will leave 
Indianapolis and St. Louis about June 20th, and go south through Missouri, 
Arkansas, and Texas, returning about August 1st, by way of Nashvill .,. For 
further particulars, address Prof. John A. Myers, Irvington, Indiana. 
Illinois. 
Editor, JOHN W. COOK, Normal. 
PRINCIPALS OF GRADED SC HOOLS. 
Lincoln, L. Kingsbury. 
Atlanta, Geo. J. Turner. 
Elkhart, James Tully. 
'LOGAK COUNTY. 
1
1\1t. Pulaski , ~lark Williams. 
Broadwell, Matthew Blackhurn. 
Latham, John R. Cornelt. 
Middletown, Emma Whitney. 
Highland, E. Whittlesey. 
Edwardsville, Wm. Florin . 
Marine, Wm. E . Lehr. 
Collinsville, C. A. Singletary, 
Troy, T. L. Matchett. 
Bethalto, J. S. Deck. 
Columbia, 1. H. Brown. 
MADISON COUNTY. 
I 
St. Jacob, Fred . H alsey , 
Venice, Benj. F . Sippy. 
Godfrey, David Hydc. 
I 
Wanda, Sylvestcr Smith. 
New Douglas , L : T. Kennedy. 
Alton, E . A. Hmght. 
~IONRO ~; COUNTY. 
I Waterloo, --
OU U ; COTNTY. 
Polo, 'J. H . Freeman. Byron, J. T. Ray. Rochelle, P. R . Walker. I Oregon, S. B. \Vadsworth . 
Forrreston, J. L. Wright. Mt. Morris, H. G. Kauffman. 
Creston, Miss J. F . Hathaway. 
I\ lcHensy, S. D. Baldwin , 
Woodstock" W. L . Klein. 
Harvard, \"1. M. Knox. 
~I a rengo, C. C. Miller. 
~ICHENRY COUNTY. 
I Richmond. E. 11. Young. Huntley, C. E. Leech. 
I Crystal Lake, J. E . Baldwin . Ringwood , Wm . Nickle. 
Michigan. 
Editor, LI!:WI S McLOUTH, Ypsilanti. 
r[HE Governor has appointed Hon. Victory P. Collier, of Battle Creek, 
regent of the University, in place of H ou. J. H. McGowan, resigued. 
;\Ir. Collier and Mr. Geo. L. Maltz of Alpena, are the Repubhcan nominees 
fur regents of the University. The Seuate Committee on the Uuiversity 
recently made a report from which it appears that President Angell receives a 
" tlary of $4,500 a year; Profs. Frieze, Watsou, OlneY"Adams, Cocker, Pres-
cott, D 'Ooge, Norris, Greene, Tyler, Langley, Douglas, Pettee, and Ford, 
$2,500 each! Profs. Palmer and Jenuey, $2,000 each; P~ofs. Dunster, M,c-
Lt:an Frothmgham, l\Iorgan, and L. A. Jones, $1 ,800; AsSIstant Profs. DaVIS, Bcm~n, E. Jones, Pattengill, and Steere, and Librarian Teubrook, $1,800 each; 
Prof. Cooley, $1,600; Steward Bennett and Prof. Taft, $ 1,500 each ; Profs. 
Campbell, Wells, and K~nt, $1,300 each; Profs. Watlin~ and Herdman, and 
instructors Dt: Pont, Delllson, C. N. Jones, and Hennequlll, $1,000 each; and 
olher instructors, employes, etc., enough to make the aggregate of salaries and 
waO'es, $91,760 for the year. The total of fees paid by all students in the 
institution the past year, is $28,255. The legislative appropriations recom-
H1t:nded by the committee's report, for the years 1877-8, are as follows: 
School of mines, $30,000; professor of geology, $5,000; physical laboratory, 
$2 000' professor of physics, $5,000 ; hospital, $2,000; physiological ' labora-
tury, $;,00,0;, general library, $5,000; yrofessors in dental school, $9,000; 
'lpparatus III <lental school, $1,500; addltton to dental school, $4,000; astro-~omical department, $1,500; total, $57,000. The calendar for the year '76 
and '77 jnst issued, has the names of 55 instructors. During the year, degrees 
have b;en conferred as follows: in pharmacy, 31; in civil engineering, II; 
l>achelor of science, 14; bachelor of arts, 38; bachelor of philosophy, 13; 
luaster of science, 8; doctor of philosophy, 2; master of arts, 30; master of 
puilosophy, 6; doctor of medicine, 91; doctor of dental surgery, 4; bachelor 
of laws, 159. Graduates of the following high schools were last year admi~ed 
un diplomas: Ann Arbor, Battle ~reek, Coldwater, Detroit, Fen.ton, Fhnt, 
(;rnnd Rapids, Jackson, and PontIac. The numbers of students m the sev-
eral departments are as follows: Literature, Science, a~ld Arts-resident grad-
uates, 14; seniors, 64; juniors, 73; sophomores, 71 ; freshm~n, 132; sel~c~ed 
btudies, IS; 'total, 369. Polytechnic School-school of mmes, 32; mInmg 
I 
engineering, 18; architecture and- design, s ; advanced zoology and botany, 
4 ; a~vanced analytical chemistry, I ; school of pharmacy, 64; total, 124. 
MedIcal Department- regular, 285 ; homceopathy, 51; dental school, 33; 
total, 369. Department of Law, 309. The total numher of students in all 
the departments, for the year, has been 1,110. The post-graduate studeuts are 
from the following institutions : Uni \'ersity of Michigan; Michigan Agricul . 
tural College ; Knox Coll ege, Iowa ; Iowa College; Haverford College, Ind. ; 
Oberlin College, Ohio; and Dartmouth Coll ege. Besides most of the United 
States and Territori es, Russia, Armenia, and Japan, furnish stud,ents. 
Nebraska. 
Editor, C. B. PALMER, Beatrice. I 
'1 A RECENT number of the Plattsmouth Watchmalt has several education" I 
squibs which remind us of what an Atlalttic writer said iu the January 
I Contribntors' club, about .. Unconscious Humorists." ~e thinks all writer, 
are humorists at times, and .. the unconscious humorist IS apt to be the more 
amusing of the two," and adds : " Our comical serious writers .have ne~c r 
had justice done them, perhaps because they arc for the most part wnter. of crlll -
cism and cannot conveniently he reviewed." IlIac's corrections of the Chancellor';; 
grammar form a specimen of Celto-American caricature which is only :x-
celled in perfection by the subtle but unconscions humor of the clOSing 
sentence : " Evidently this Fairfield has more cheek than grammatical knowl -
edge." How apt we are to judge of the infirmities of others by our own. 
-The charge that the University and Normal .School are" only for ~c 
favored few"-" the wealthy classes "-because It costs students somethIng 
for board, books, etc., is pue(ile. The state maintains these institutions, and 
offers their advantages to the public free of tuition. Students have only to 
support themselves and buy their books, stationery, etc. If they are not able 
to hire their board, facilities are afforded for self-boarding by which they can 
live almost if not qllite as cheaply as at home. They can undoubtedly speild 
" $250 a year for board, clothing, washing, books, etc.," if they ~hoose! or 
twice that sum, but it is not necessary. Those who choose to practIce a little 
wholesome economy can get along comfortably for a milch less sum. We 
know both from experience and observation that any young man or young 
woman in good healtll, can, if he have a suficient a\Dount of industry and 
perseverance, complete a normal school or college course, by self support. 
Hundreds have done so and the facilities for doing so were never better tllall 
now.--The prevalenc~ of small-pox has caused the temporary suspension of 
the public schools in Ashland, Wauhoo, C.ete, and other places. ~ut one or 
two cases of this disease have occurred in any of these places, but It was un · 
doubtedly a wise precaution to close the schools until the ~angcr was past. 
--We note as an iniportant addition to the educational mfluences of. the 
state the establishment of a first class agricultural paper at our state capItal. 
No ~lass needs the benefit' of a paper especially devoted to their i,erests 
more than the farmers, and owing to local peculiarities Eastern agricultural 
papers are not entirely suited to the wants of this Tran5-Miss~)Uri region. The 
Nebraska Farmer, under the management of Messrs. l':1cBrld: and Clar~son, 
seems destined to supply the demand 'for a good local Industnal paper, m an 
admirable manner. 
-In answer to inquiries we wish to state :-1. It is #tot necessary to have a 
year's experience as a teacher ile Nebraska in order to obtai~ a first grade 
certificate. That law was amended several years' ago. Expenence anywhere 
will suffice. 2. Webster's Dictionary is now the authorized standard in thi~ 
state ~o-equally with Worcester's, having been added t? ~e recommended 
list during the administration of ex-Superintendent McKenZIe. 3. Th~ new 
State S\lperintendent, Hon. S. R. Thompson, has made no changes In the 
recommended list of text-books, and we understand that he does not propose 
to make any. 
The Gage County Teacher's Association desen:es honora~le mention. It 
was organized more than a year ago, and has sustamed meettngs on the last 
Saturday of each month, ever since, the summer vacation excepted. 
There arc morning and afternoon sessions, at which teachers give their 
methods in teaching different subjects, often illustrating by forming a class of 
the teachers, and IIsually there is at least one lesson to be prepared beforehand 
and recited. Phonic Analysis was taken up as a regular study last September 
and continued until the February meeting, with good results. General exer-
cises and singing vary the programme. There are some who talk a good deal , 
and some who can not be persuaded to say a word on any s1$ject, from A. B. 
C.'s to Moral Suasion. How can this matter be adjusted? Once they had an 
" Experience Meeting," but it was so funny that thc dignity of the thIng w~s 
suspected, and it was not repeated; the teachers were afraid that if it occurred 
every month tl)ey should not be able to get their faces drawn down to proper 
pedagogicaJ length during the year. There is no one very remarkable among 
the members; it is just such a class of teachers as might be drawn together in 
any county where the schools are ordinarily good; but there is a spirit of ear-
nestness and genuine teachableness that is inspiring when one thinks of the 
petty quarrels that are apt to destroy the usefulness of such organizations. , 
The work so far lIM all been done by the members of the association,-the 
teachers of the county and their Superintendent-except a fine lecture on the 
Art Department of the Centennial Exposition, by Mrs. Colby, of Beatxice. 
One of the objects of the Association is to found a library of works upon edu.. 
cation, and over 30 volum.es have already been obtained. Vve say to th~ 
teachers of other counties, "Go and do like\vise. II it 
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Iowa. 
Editor, J. M. DEARMOND, Davenport. 
OFFICE OF SUPT. OF I)UBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
DES MOINES, Iowa, March 20, 1877. 
I THE provision of Section 1,723, requiring consultation with the county • superintendent on the plans of school.houses, does not compel the board 
to abide by the decision of the superintendent. 
2. Where two school· houses are within the ~ame district or sub·district, a 
school of three months in each held at the same time does not fulfill the reo 
'luirements of the law "that a school of at least twenty.four weeks shall be 
t:lught in each sub~district." . 
3. In the fonnation of an independent district including a town or . c.lty 
ullGer sections 1,800 and 1,801, contiguous territory may be taken from adJolll' 
ing townships or counties. 
4. The acts of de facto officers are valid and binding as long as their dis· 
qualification is unknown. . 
5. If a new district is formed by change of the boundaries 01 civil townships, 
the sub·director or sub· directors residing within the township or territory set 
011' should call the ~ection for three or more sub·directors. 
6. 'fhe failure or refusal of the proper officer to issue a certificate to a 
person duly elected to an office (sub.director) cannot operate to deprive 
such person of his rights. The certificate or commission is the best, but 
not the only evidence of an election, and if that be refused, secondary evidencc 
is admissiblc. l lkCmr)' , Oil ElectiollS,p. I7I. 
7. The power to suspend or dismiss scholars is vested in the sub-director 
and president, or the board of directors, and can be exercised by the teachcr 
Oilly under special instructions from this authority. 
8. When a ta.x has been voted by a district meeting viva voce and the vote 
declared ~arried, a subsequent vote by ballot for the same purpose refusing 
such tax is void. See Cushing's large manual. Article 2,313, and note 4 
under it. 
9. Where the number of ballots exceeds the number of voters, the electioll 
is void unless the wish of the voters can be determined without doubt. 
10. A person who acts as chairman at a school electi'on is entitled to his 
vote as much as any other elector. C. W . VON CiliLLEN. 
Wisconsin. 
Editor, J. Q. EMERY, Fort Atkinson. 
TH E regular annual examination of candidates for State Teachers' Certifi· . tes will be held in Madison, commencing Tuesday, August 7, 1877, at 
8.30 a. m. The examiners for the current year are President W . D. Parker, 
of River Falls, Prof. Albert Salisbury, of Whitewater, and Prof. S. H. Car· 
penter, of Madison. Applicants for Certificates will be examined in the fol -
lowing branches of study : . 
1. For an Unlimited State Certificate the branches now required for a first 
grade county certificate, with the addition of English literature, and the rudi· 
ments of botany, chemistry, geology, political economy, general history, and 
JIlental philosophy. This Certificate will be issued only to those who present 
.atisfactory evidence 'of successful teaching for at least nine ternlS. 
2. For a Limited (five years) State Certificate, the branches now required 
for a first grade county certificate, with the addition of English.1iterature and 
the rudiments of mental philosophy . . This certificate will be issued only to 
those who present satisfactory evidence of successful teaching for at least three 
terms. 
Applicants who fail in any of the branches required for either of the above 
certificates may present themselves for reexamination in such studies within 
one year. A reexamination in the branches in which they were successful 
will not be required. . EDWARD SEARING, 
Superintendent Public Instruction. 
---------------------
-Superintendent John M. Reed, of Kewaunee, gives the school officers 
and teachers of his county some wholesome advice relative to text· books, in a 
well prepared circular.--The Institute at Fort Atkinson, March 19th-23d, 
was a pronounced success. Prof. Salisbury conducteci the various exercises 
with marked effijfency. Over one hundred teachers were in attendance.--
Superintendent Collier, of Jefferson county, is holding- school district officers' 
conventions in connection with his spring examinations. We believe this 
will prove a most valuable measure for the scho01s ·of the county.--We 
believe that Wisconsin never had a larger number of efficient county superin. 
tend,ents than at the present time. Do not be discouraged, gentlemen, because 
your work is not duly appreciated. 
---------------------
President Chariton, who has been quite 
usual work. 
PLATTEVILLE, March 5, 1877. 
ill, is again in school doing his 
The attendance in the higher departments does not yet show indications of 
the annual falling off, usual at this season of the year, on account of spring 
work on the farms, very few having withdrawn so far this term. 
. There is a growing tendency, from 'lear to 'lear, to ploTe I=onstancy in 
I\\t~ndance by terms and 'lean, 
Superintendent Guernsey has entered upon his semi·annual examination 
tour, having ten appointments, of two days each, at various points in the 
county. To cover nearly 11300 square miles, containing upwards of 200 
school districts, employing about 260 teachers, would require anyone man to 
spread out quite thin. B. 
Chicago Notes. 
Prof. JAMES HANNAN, Chicago. 
TH~: Marc}1 me.c!ting of th~ Principal.s' Association was held 011 I~C 10th mst. Supenntendent Pickard preSided. Not much of general Iliterest 
was done. Some directions were given, and some questions answered in ref-
erence to various details of grade work. The topics lliscus ed were" Ded?· 
mations, Compositions, and Use of the Dictionary." The speakers were MIs.~ 
Little, Mr. Heath, Mr. Bright, Mrs. Young, and others. MisS Little's and Mr. 
Heath's ramarks were the result of careful thought, alld abounded ill good 
points. Mr. Bright and Mrs. Young were disposed to rather vigorously object 
to some of the postulates and deductions of the previous speakers, and fortified 
their own positions with copious testimony from experience. The Apri lmcl!l-
ing will be held on the 7th prox. The topics agreed upon for discllssion at 
that meeting are" Ventilation. Warming, and Cleaning." The meet ing 
will be held in the rooms of the Board of Education, and will be called 
to orc\'er a 9:30 A. M. 
-And now Westcott (0. S.) is going about cudjeling his brain to evolve a 
worthy and original programme for the next meeting of the State Association. 
That brain is the congenial home alike of the languages, mathemati cs, .and 
natural science'; and when the worthy chairman of the executivc comnuttee 
cudjels it, let the assembled multitude be prepared to regard the result with 
interest, appreciation, and delight. We venture to express the hope that I>res-
idellt Lewis and the executive committec Will see thcir way to avoid the con· 
struction of a programme involving a division of the Association into sections. 
Make the meeting a unit, so that conscientious teachers who attend may takc 
it all in. Don't repeat the folly of placing him in the position of the scarcely 
classical quadruped whose embarrassment was caused by the peculiar ancl ·un· 
fortunate position of several bundles of hay. 
-Crowds innumerable visited the rooms of the Board of Education during 
the ten days following March 6th, to inspect, study, and criticise the Bos· 
ton Drawings, prepared by pupils of the public schools of that city for 
the Centennial Exposition last year. The Boston Board of Education, to 
whom they belong, has permitted them to bc taken to several cities, including 
St. Louis and Chicago, for the edification and education of the pupils, teach· 
ers, and citizens of those cities. No unprejudiced person who sees those draw· 
ings can fail to acknowledge their excellence, and no intelligent thinker can 
fail to be impressed with the s!lggestion of practical, easily accomplished, and 
brilliant possibilities which they convey. The dictation drawings, tho draw· 
ings from memory, and the specimens of designs, executed by pupils of from 
seven to thirteen years, are such evidences of valuable, desirable, and practic' 
able mental development as must convince all, save those who will not see, of 
not only the entire .propriety but the absolute indispensibility of the study of 
drawing in every well ordered ~)'stem of schools of this generation . • 
- At the present writing, the Chicago Board of Education has failed tn 
'muster a quorum at several successive regular meetings. This has resulted in 
delaying the opening of the ungraded rooms, which was to have taken placc 
at the beginning of this school month. It has also resulted in the putting of 
some extra but necessary work into the hands of committees. It is not prob. 
.able, however, that there will be any objection to the ratification of such nec· 
essary work. There has been, and is, considerable strain upon the minds of 
several members who are more or less in~imately connected with public affairs. 
It is hoped that, the electoral returns duly counted, whe.1 thc new civil service 
rules are successfully inaugurated, and the exigencies of the approachlllg mu· 
nicipal election are happily met, educational affairs will attract their wonted 
attention, and resume their wonted regularity and importance. 
-Two familillJ' faces were missed at the last meeting of thc Principals. lr. 
J. K. Merrill, of the Brown School, who has suffered from au extended and 
very dangerous illness of a pulmonary character, has retired from his school 
for the balance of the year. His place is taken by Mr. A. J . Wood, late of 
Geneva, Wisconsin, and previously of Michigan. Mr. J. H. Broomell, of the 
Cottage Grove School, has forsaken the pedagogic ranks, and hied him hence 
to regain his health and strength in the rural and attractive occupation of 
butter and cheese making. He has gone from the dust, difficulties, and thank-
less responsibilities of the Chicago principal, to contemplate with bucolic sat· 
isfaction his" lowing herds" in North Aurora. Miss L. S. Curtis, of thc 
Moseley School, and well and favorably known as its former principal, takes 
charge of the Cottage Grove School. . 
-At the meeting of the Board of Education held January 26th, three new 
"schools" were organized-Qne on the North Side, and two on the West 
Side. That on the North Side is to be known as the East Kinzie Street 
School. Those on the West Side are to be known as the Central Park and the 
May Street Schools. Miss Maggie E . Burns, of the Newberry School, was 
chosen Principal of the; East Kinzie Street, Miss Lizzie M. Kennedy, of the 
Skinner, was selected for the May Street, and Sophia A.. Phelps is to dire<;t 
the destiny, of Central park Schoo\, 
